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inside the distribution:diagbox v7.02 already patched.iso - iso-image
with softwareupdate folder with updates.setup drivers diagbox -

driver.psa interface checker install - program to change the firmware
interface xs evolution.psa_dam_org_build_code - dam number

calculator by date of manufacture cars and vice versa.tlcdfix - utility to
disable the code request encoding the best setup guide is currently
found at that guide is maintained by the community and includes
information on setting up, using ns with looping, and maintenance

options. it should be your primary source of technical instruction. if you
see a message that states: “diagbox v7.xx setup program ran into an

error and could not continue” or “diagbox v7.xx setup program
returned an error”, verify that the following requirements are met:

warning: diagbox v7.01 will be disabled once you setup the interface
from psa after installation of os or upgrade or if any device is changed.
diagbox v7.02 will be disabled when you start the diagbox.03-7.99 will
be disabled once you start the diagbox. diagbox v7.xx setup program
could not complete installation for various reasons described below:

the reason: an error occurred during your diagbox installation process.
please visit the logs folder (see next section for instructions) and

review the detailed error report. if the issue is not resolved, please
reset the system and try installation again.
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